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Systematic influence of different building spacing,
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Abstract. Large eddy simulations have been performed within and over different types of urban building
arrays. This paper adopted three dimensionless parameters, building frontal area density (λf), the variation
degree of building height (σh), and the staggered degree of building range (rs), to study the systematic
influence of building spacing, height and layout on wind and turbulent characteristics. The following
results have been achieved: (1) As λf decrease from 0.25 to 0.18, the mean flow patterns transfer from
“skimming” flow to “wake interference” flow, and as λf decrease from 0.06 to 0.04, the mean flow
patterns transfer from “wake interference” flow to “isolated roughness” flow. With increasing σh, wind
velocity within arrays increases, and the vortexes in front of low buildings would break, even disappear,
whereas the vortexes in front of tall buildings would strengthen and expand. Tall buildings have greater
disturbance on wind than low buildings do. (2) All the wind velocity profiles and the upstream profile
converge at the height of 2.5H approximately. The decay of wind velocity within the building canopy was
in positive correlation with λf and rs. If the height of building arrays is variable, Macdonald’s wind
velocity model should be modified through introducing σh, because wind velocity decreases at the upper
layers of the canopy and increases at the lower layers of the canopy. (3) The maximum of turbulence
kinetic energy (TKE) always locates at 1.2 times as high as the buildings. TKE within the canopy
decreases with increasing λf and rs but the maximum of TKE are very close though σh varies. (4) Wind
velocity profile follows the logarithmic law approximately above the building canopy. The Zero-plane
displacement zd heighten with increasing λf, whereas the maximum of and Roughness length z0 occurs
when λf is about 0.14. zd and z0 heighten linearly with σh and rs, If σh is large enough, zd may become
higher than the average height of buildings.
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1. Introduction

The urban surface always consists of a large collection of buildings and other obstacles. As this

rough surface interacts with the atmospheric flow within and above it, the distribution of mean wind

and turbulence can become extremely complicated. Particularly in the huge urban centers, it is

difficult to describe the flow and turbulent characteristics accurately because of irregular building

geometry and non-uniform building spacing, height and layout. However, it is very important to

understand the relationship between the airflow characteristics and the geometrical properties of
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urban surface to investigate urban atmospheric problems such as urban meteorology and the

dispersion of pollutant in the urban area.

The mean wind and turbulent characteristics within and above urban building arrays have been

widely studied these years. Macdonald (2000) presented that the mean velocity obeyed an

exponential decay law within urban cube arrays that are not too densely packed by analyzing a set of

wind-tunnel data. Macdonald, et al. (2002) also used a hydraulic flume to study urban surface layer

parameterizations and found that the non-dimensional RMS turbulence components scaled by the

local values of the shear stress seemed to be constant in the internal boundary layer above the

buildings. Cheng and Castro (2002) made comprehensive laboratory experiments for flow over cube

arrays and carefully investigated the spatial averaged wind and turbulent statistics in urban roughness

sub-layer and the surface parameterization over urban surface. Hanna, et al. (2002) investigated the

mean flow and turbulence within simple obstacle arrays by numerical simulations and a hydraulic

water flume experiment. In their paper the authors compared the “street canyon” effect between

square arrays and staggered arrays. Cheng, et al. (2003) used the large eddy simulation (LES) with

three different subgrid-scale models and Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) approaches to

deal with a fully-developed turbulent flow over cube arrays and found that the LES with the

localized dynamic subgrid-scale model gave a better overall quantitative agreement with the

experimental data than RANS. Kanda, et al. (2004) investigated the systematic influence of cube

density on turbulent flow characteristics by performing numerical experiments and analyzed the

turbulent organized structures. Lien, et al. (2003, 2005) diagnosed the dispersive stress within and

above the building array and the drag coefficient for the aligned cube array by a high-resolution

RANS flow model. Coceal, et al. (2006) obtained very high time and spatial resolution data by direct

numerical simulations of turbulent flow over the regular arrays of urban-like, cubical obstacles. The

authors analyzed the turbulent unsteady effects, the mean flow structure and turbulence statistics.

In most above-mentioned researches, the height of the buildings was constant and the arrays were

aligned. However, in the actual cities, the height of urban building arrays is always variable and the

layout of building arrays is usually staggered. Though Kanda, et al. (2004) studied the systematic

influence of different cube densities on turbulent flow characteristics, Cheng, et al. (2002),

Macdonald, et al. (2002) and Coceal, et al. (2006) compared the difference of turbulent flow

between square arrays and staggered arrays, they have not investigated the systematic influence of

the variation degree of building height and the staggered degree of building range on airflow and

turbulent characteristics in detail.

This paper suggested that most of urban building arrays could be described from three aspects

without referring to the shape of buildings. The three aspects are the spacing, height and layout of

the building arrays. The main objective of this paper was to study the systematic influence of

building spacing, height and layout on the mean flow and turbulent characteristics. This paper

focused on (1) the mean wind structure and turbulent characteristics depended on the building

spacing, height and layout of the urban building arrays, (2) the similarity law and urban surface

parameterization above these urban-like canopies.

2. Computational method

The large eddy simulation (LES) models that are used in this paper are developed by Zhang, et al.

(2006). They used these models to simulate the flow in an urban block and achieved satisfactory results.

The detailed introduction and validation of the LES model could be made reference in their paper.
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2.1. Experiment design

Three dimensionless parameters could be used to describe the spacing, height and layout of the

urban building arrays. They are building frontal area density (λf), the variation degree of building

height (σh) and the staggered degree of building range (rs) could be defined as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

where d is the width of the building, H is the average height of building arrays, Lx, Ly are the

streamwise and lateral length of the lot area occupied by a single building, hi is the height of each

building in the arrays, n is the total number of buildings in the arrays, L is the lateral space of

adjacent buildings which are in the same row, l is the minimum lateral space of adjacent buildings

which are in adjacent rows. The buildings are distributed as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Distribution of three types of building arrays ((a), (b) and (c) show three kinds of experiment cases in
table 1: (a) corresponds to D1-D9, the buildings are all identical cubes with the height 30 m and Lx, Ly

changed with different λf; (b) corresponds to F0-F5, the horizontal plane of each building are 30
m × 30 m, but the height of the buildings is variable on condition that the average height of building
arrays is 30 m; (c) corresponds to S0-S5, the buildings are the same with (a), but the buildings is
staggered as l changes)
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Table 1 lists the experiment cases of this study. Three series of experiments (D1-D9, F0-F5 and

S0-S5) have been done to investigate the influence of various λf, σh and rs on the mean wind and

turbulent characteristics respectively. The upstream velocity is approximated by the following

power-law form:

(4)

Where Uref = 5 m/s is the reference velocity of the upstream flow at z = H. The Reynolds number

based on the building height H and the reference velocity Uref is almost 107. This Reynolds number

is high enough for the turbulent flow to be independent of Reynolds number (Snyder, et al. 2002,

Uehara, et al. 2003).

2.2. Domain, grid resolution and time step

It is very important to choose suitable domain, grid resolution and time step because of the large

CPU time and memory capacity requirement of large eddy simulations. Kanda, et al. (2004)
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Table 1 Design of computational condition

Experiment 
Cases

lf sh rs Lx Ly hhigh hlow l

D1 0.04 0 0 5H 5H H H 0

D2 0.06 0 0 4H 4H H H 0

D3 0.09 0 0 3.3H 3.3H H H 0

D4 0.11 0 0 3H 3H H H 0

D5 0.14 0 0 2.6H 2.6H H H 0

D6 0.18 0 0 2.3H 2.3H H H 0

D7 0.25 0 0 2H 2H H H 0

D8 0.36 0 0 1.6H 1.6H H H 0

D9 0.56 0 0 1.3H 1.3H H H 0

F0 0.11 0 0 3H 3H H H 0

F1 0.11 0.17 0 3H 3H 1.17H 0.83H 0

F2 0.11 0.33 0 3H 3H 1.33H 0.67H 0

F3 0.11 0.5 0 3H 3H 1.5H 0.5H 0

F4 0.11 0.67 0 3H 3H 1.67H 0.33H 0

F5 0.11 0.83 0 3H 3H 1.83H 0.17H 0

S0 0.11 0 0 3H 3H H H 0

S1 0.11 0 0.11 3H 3H H H 0.17H

S2 0.11 0 0.22 3H 3H H H 0.33H

S3 0.11 0 0.44 3H 3H H H 0.66H

S4 0.11 0 0.67 3H 3H H H H

S5 0.11 0 1 3H 3H H H 1.5H

(λf: building frontal area density; σh: the variation degree of building height; rs: the staggered degree of building range; Lx,
Ly: longitudinal and lateral length of the lot area occupied by a single building; hhigh: height of tall building; hlow: height of
low building; l: minimum lateral space of adjacent buildings which are in adjacent rows)
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suggested that a computational streamwise scale of domain is at least an order of magnitude larger

than the canopy height, because turbulent organized structures (TOS) are longitudinally an order of

magnitude larger than the canopy height and cannot be properly simulated in a small computational

domain due to a limitation arising from the cyclic conditions. However, Coceal, et al. (2006) thought

that the mean flow and turbulence statistics can be captured accurately with even a relatively small

domain size, by exploiting the regularity of the geometry with the application of periodic boundary

conditions in the horizontal directions. If one were not interested in studying unsteady large-scale

organized structures, it would not be necessary to choose large domain. In this paper the authors

presented that the spatially averaged results is comparatively depended on grid resolution and should

use the higher grid resolution to obtain the better simulation results. The authors adopted H/32 as the

grid resolution in their paper. Based on the work of the predecessors, we adopted 4 rows of buildings

in the streamwise direction, 3 lines of buildings in the lateral direction and the height of domain was

6H in vertical direction, because the paper did not simulate the large–scale turbulent structures. The

computation grid resolution was H/24 and the memory grid resolution was H/6. The grid resolution

did not only hold simulation accuracy, but also reduced the memory capacity. The time step was 0.1s.

Each simulation lasted for 8 hours to ensure the flow was quasi-steady with fully-developed

turbulence. Then we selected the results from the last three hours for the analysis.

2.3. Boundary conditions

Periodic boundary conditions were used for both laterally and streamwise boundaries in order to

simulate fully-developed turbulence. The free slip boundary condition was imposed at the top of the

domain. No-slip and impermeability boundary conditions were applied at the bottom and on all

obstacle surfaces where there were no flow and no scalar flux across the boundary. At all the

building boundaries (walls and roofs), standard wall functions were applied for the mean velocities

and turbulence quantities at these solid boundaries (Lien, et al. 2004).

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Mean flow pattern 

Three typical flow regimes (“skimming” flow, “wake interference” flow and “isolated roughness”

flow) within the urban canyon are well-known in the literature. Oke, et al. (1988), Hunter, et al.

(1992) and Zhang, et al. (2004) discussed the different ratios of H/W and L/H which are the

important determining factors of flow regimes (H, the height of building; W, L, the width and

length of a canyon). But it is difficult to estimate the value of H, W and L because of the irregular

building geometry and non-uniform distribution in real cities. The three mean streamline patterns

also appear with the change of λf (Kanda, et al. 2004). This paper focuses on the transition of flow

regimes with the change of λf. In all cases, “skimming” flow occurs in D7-D9 (Fig. 2 (a), λf is from

0.25 to 0.56), and the street canyon is too narrow to form entire symmetrical vortexes between two

adjacent rows of buildings; “wake interference” flow occurs in D3-D6 (Fig. 2 (b), λf is from 0.08 to

0.18), the entire double-eddy circulation exists in the street canyon. The vortex cores are located

closer towards the leeward wall of the upstream building and the downwind building could disturb

the wake flow of the double-eddy circulation and “isolated roughness” flow occurs in D1-D2 (Fig.

2 (c), λf is from 0.04 to 0.06), the space between two adjacent rows of buildings is wide enough that
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the flow can return to the upwind profile before the leeward building is encountered. The downwind

building does not disturb the wake flow of the double-eddy circulation. The simulated results are

analogous to the study from Kanda, et al. (2004), but the cores of double-eddy circulation are closer

to the leeward wall of the upstream building than the results from Kanda. That is because the

upstream velocity and the Reynolds number in our experiments are greater than Kanda’s.

The vector fields within building arrays of various σh are displayed in Fig. 3. As the height of

buildings is equal (σh = 0), the clockwise vortexes occur in the street canyon. The shape and size of

the vortexes are similar (Fig. 3 (a)). With increasing σh, the vortexes in front of the low buildings

break, but the vortexes in front of the high buildings strengthen and expand. The downward flow

changes into upward flow in front of the low buildings, and the wind velocity within the building

arrays increases (Fig. 3 (b)). If σh is large enough, the clockwise vortex in front of the low building

disappear entirely and the influence of low building on airflow seems to be ignored. The new

combined circulation occurs between the high buildings: One clockwise vortex occurs behind the

upper layers of leeward wall and another clockwise vortex occurs in front of the lower layers of

frontal wall. The flow pattern becomes the typical “wake interference” flow (Fig. 3 (c)).

The mean wind velocity within building arrays of various rs is shown in Fig. 4. Obviously, as the

buildings are aligned, the “street canyon” effect occurs between two lines of adjacent buildings and

the wind velocity in the street canyon is very large. The regular double-eddy circulation is

distributed behind the buildings. The “low wind velocity” zone exists along the building lines (Fig.

4 (a)). With increasing rs, the “street canyon” effect decreases and the “low wind velocity” zones

Fig. 2 Mean vector patterns of different λf ((a), (b), and (c) are the wind fields in the x-y plane at z = 0.1H
for λf = 0.25, 0.11, and 0.04 respectively)
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are broken (Fig. 4 (b)). If rs is large enough, the “street canyon” effect would disappear. The wind

velocity in building array region becomes low (Fig. 4 (c)). 

3.2. Horizontally-averaged mean wind velocity

The horizontally-averaged mean wind velocity profiles < > are displayed in Fig. 5 (The over bar

denotes a temporal average, < > represents a horizontal average; the average method could be

u

Fig. 3 Mean streamline patterns of various σh ((a), (b) and (c) are stream fields in the x-z cross-section at the
canyon centre for σh = 0, 0.33 and 0.83 respectively)
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referred to in the papers of Macdonald, et al. (2000) and Kanda, et al. (2004).

The influence of λf on < > is shown in Fig. 5 (a). The wind velocity decays especially within the

building arrays because the buildings drag the flow. The wind velocity profiles are sensitive to λf.

The larger the λf is, the less the wind velocity is within the building canopy, but the wind velocity is

in positive correlation with λf above the building canopy. All the wind velocity profiles and the

upstream profile converge at the height of 2.5H approximately. The influence of σh on < > is

shown as Fig. 5 (c). The wind velocity profiles depend on σh specially. The wind velocity increases

with increasing σh within the building canopy, whereas it is just the opposite above the building

canopy. The reason is that as σh increases, the height variation between the buildings becomes

u

u

Fig. 4 Mean wind velocity of different rs ((a), (b), and (c) are mean wind velocity fields in the x-y plane at
z = 0.1H for rs = 0, 0.22 and 1 respectively)
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greater. Consequently, the high buildings would drag wind at a higher position, but the drag effect

of the lower building would be unobvious. So the larger σh is, the smaller the wind velocity is in

the upper canopy layers, whereas the larger the wind velocity is in the lower canopy layers. Cheng,

Fig. 5 Horizontally-averaged mean wind velocity profiles for different λf, σh and rs
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et al. (2002) considered that the wind velocity decays more significantly in a building array with

random height (σh is very large) than in a building array with uniform height. Our results support

their conclusions. The influence of rs on < > is shown as Fig. 5(e). The wind velocity profiles are

sensitive to rs too. The decay of wind velocity increases with increasing rs from the ground to 2.5H

on the whole. Cheng, et al. (2002) considered that the staggered building arrays drag the airflow

more significantly than aligned building array. Our study results accord with their research.

Macdonald, et al. (2000) suggested the mean wind velocity obeys an exponential decay law

within the urban canopy layer. The authors modified a simple model derived for mean wind speed

profiles in vegetative canopy (Cionco 1972) and applied it to study the wind in urban building

arrays. The model is as follows:

(5)

where H is the canopy height, UH is the wind velocity at canopy height, and a is an attenuation

coefficient. The authors found that the attenuation coefficient a = 9.6 λf for aligned and staggered

arrays of cubes by applying the model to a set of wind-tunnel data. This paper applied Eq. (5) to fit

the wind velocity profiles to evaluate the results of our simulation. The simulation results accord

with Eq. (5) very well for square and staggered building arrays which are not too densely and

sparsely packed (Fig. 5 (b), (f)).

Whereas, whether H is the average height of buildings (short dashed line in Fig. 8 (d)) or the height

of higher buildings s(dotted line in Fig. 5 (d)) in the arrays, Eq. (5) can not satisfactorily describe

the wind velocity profiles in building arrays of variable height. So σh should be considered in Eq.

(5). We modified Eq. (5) as follow:

(6)

(7)

Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) provide a better fit to the wind velocity profiles within building arrays of

different σh (long dashed line in Fig. 5 (d)) than Eq. (5).

3.3. Horizontally-averaged mean turbulence kinetic energy

Vertical profiles of turbulence kinetic energy, TKE, are displayed in Fig. 6. The TKE profiles of

different λf are displayed in Fig. 6 (a). Except D1 (the buildings of D1 are very sparse), the

maximum of TKE is at 1.2H. The configuration of vertical profiles depends on flow patterns. As

the “skimming” flow (λf = 0.56-0.25), TKE is very small because the buildings are so dense that the

wind velocity is too small. As the “wake interference” flow (λf = 0.18-0.08), TKE increases with

increasing λf within H. As the “isolated roughness” flow (λf = 0.06-0.04), the figures of vertical

profiles are changed largely. D1 has one inflection points below 0.5H especially. The TKE profiles

of different σh are shown in Fig. 6 (b). The maximum of TKE locates at 1.2 times as high as the

taller building in the arrays and are very close though σh varies. The TKE profiles are sensitive to

σh, TKE reduces with increasing σh below the height of the shorter buildings but increases with

increasing σh above the height of the taller buildings. The TKE profiles of different rs are shown in

Fig. 6 (c). The maximum of k is at 1.2H too. The TKE profiles are sensitive to rs, TKE decreases
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with increasing rs below H but increases with increasing rs above H.

3.4. Urban surface parameters

Raupach (1986) suggested the averaged velocity profile in the roughness sublayer over a plant

canopy was not logarithmic. Whereas the research from Cheng indicated that averaged mean

velocity profile followed the logarithmic law approximatively above urban canopy (Cheng 2002). It

implied that the flow in the roughness sublayer behaved differently above these two different kinds

of surfaces. The horizontally-averaged mean velocity profile in the roughness sublayer and inertial

sublayer from our research results obeys a single log-law apparently (Fig. 7 (a)). But the zero-plane

displacement height zd and roughness length z0 regressed by different methods exhibit very large

scatter even for similar roughness geometries (Grimmond and Oke 1999). It is suggested that the

two-parameter regression that used an appropriate friction velocity U* was more accurate and

generally recommended (Cheng 2002, Kanda 2004). Kanda chose U*z=H which was the frictional

velocity at the roof level to regress zd and z0. Cheng presented the way that adopted U* (RS and IS,

roughness sublayer and inertial sublayer) which was the spatially averaged shear stresses in the

whole surface layer to regress zd and z0. Coceal, et al. (2006) regressed zd and z0 by an effective,

spatially-averaged mixing length lm. The detailed method could be referred to in their paper. This

Fig. 6 Horizontally-averaged mean turbulence kinetic energy, TKE, for different λf, σh and rs
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paper regressed zd and z0 with the method from Coceal (Fig. 7 (b)). Our results and the work of

predecessor are shown in Fig. 8. Although the quantities of zd and z0 are different because of

different methods, the trend of the profiles is similar. zd heighten with increasing λf, whereas z0

heighten firstly and then lower with increasing λf. The maximum of z0 occurs when λf is about 0.14

(“wake interference” flow).

Cheng (2002) proposed that the friction velocity and the roughness length were significantly

larger and the “roughness efficiency” was greater for the random surface than for the uniform

surface. Macdonald, et al. (1997, 2002) proposed that the roughness length z0 and the zero-plane

displacement height zd for a staggered array were larger than for an aligned array. Grimmond and

Oke (1999) also presented that the roughness length for a staggered array was twice as large as an

equivalent in line array. However, the value of zd and z0 versus σh and rs have not been investigated

systematically. The linear expressions about zd and z0 versus σh and rs have been obtained on the

basis of simulation results (Fig. 9). The expressions are as follow:

Fig. 7 Horizontally-averaged mean velocity normalized by log law (a) and the effective, spatially-averaged
mixing length lm (b) for D4

Fig. 8 Zero-plane displacement zd and Roughness length z0 versus cube front area density λf
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(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

where zdref and z0ref are the reference zero-plane displacement and roughness length of the building

arrays whose height is equal and layout is square. zd and z0 heighten linearly with σh and rs, If σh is

large enough, zd may become higher than the average height of buildings. Whereas, these

expressions are summarized from numerical simulation model, and it should be validated by

laboratory experiments or field observation which would be the subsequent work for us. 

4. Conclusions

Large eddy simulations have been performed within and above three types of urban building

arrays to study the systematic role of building spacing, height and layout on mean wind and

turbulent characteristics. Some results were achieved by LES: 

(1) “Isolated roughness” flow occurs when λf is between 0.04 and 0.06, “wake interference” flow

occurs when λf is between 0.08 and 0.18 and “skimming” flow occurs when λf is between 0.25 and

0.56. The shape and structure of vortexes within building arrays would be changed with various σh.

With increasing σh, the wind velocity in the canopy increases and some vortexes in the arrays

break, even disappear, whereas other vortexes strengthen and expand. The “street canyon” effect

decreases with increasing rs within the building canopy. If the building arrays are staggered enough,

the “street canyon” effect would disappear. (2) The decay of horizontally-averaged mean wind

velocity within and above the building arrays is sensitive to λf, σh and rs. The wind velocity is

positive correlation with λf above the building canopy and inverse correlation with λf within the

building canopy. The wind velocity increases with increasing σh within the building canopy,

whereas it is just the opposite above the building canopy. The decay of wind velocity increases with

zd 0.69σh zdref+=

z0 0.05σh z0ref+=

zd 0.22rs zdref+=

z0 0.03rs z0ref+=

Fig. 9 Linear fitting of zero-plane displacement zd and roughness length z0 versus σh (a) and rs (b)
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increasing rs from the ground to 2.5H on the whole. All the wind velocity profiles and the upstream

profile converge at the height of 2.5H approximately. Macdonald’s model described the wind

velocity profiles within the canopy very well for square and staggered building arrays which are not

too densely and sparsely packed, but the model should be modified through introducing σh for various

height building arrays. (3) Vertical profiles of turbulence kinetic energy, TKE, also depends on λf, σh

and rs. The maximum of TKE always locates at 1.2 times as high as the buildings. TKE decreases

with increasing λf or rs within the building canopy because the wind velocity is smaller for dense

buildings or stagger buildings. The maximum of TKE are very close though σh varies. (4) Temporally-

and horizontally-averaged wind velocity profile follows the logarithmic law approximatively above the

building canopy. The author regressed zd and z0 by an effective mixing length lm. The results are

similar to the work of predecessor for different λf. zd and z0 heighten linearly with σh and rs.

Finally, some improvements that should be made in further study are discussed. First, the authors

considered respectively the influence of various building area density, height fluctuation degree and

range staggered degree on airflow and turbulent characteristics, but the distributions of the buildings

in the real cities is always random and heterogeneous. It is suggested that integrative effect of λf, σh

and rs on mean wind and turbulent should be performed for further research. Second, the current

study has not referred to the influence of building shape and thermal properties on turbulent

statistics. It will be a part of our further research to describe the effect of building shape and

thermal properties accurately.
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